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About This Game

Access Denied is a puzzle game in the world where for storage of personal data are used special device in the form of protected
boxes. Imagine yourself in the role of the professional cracker of such devices and test your skills for 36 different levels.
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its overall good but autopilot is annoying the FMS is confusing and it only has one sound if you go into outside view it sound
like you are in the cockpit only one livery and the master caution comes on way to much the trim doesnt work and it takes some
power to get off the ground wait till this product comes on sale if you really want it. There's nothing overly special about Snake
Treasure Chest. It's a game concept that's been around for a very long time I remember playing very simplistic versions of the
game back in the late 80s to early 90s. This version has a very fancy looking snake (seems magical or mechanical or something).
The graphics are nice for a snake game but there's nothing new to the concept. This snake eats coins, every coin it eats makes it
grow 1 unit, don't run into walls, don't run into yourself, get all the coins to unlock the key then get the key to unlock the exit.
Simple enough. Sure sometimes snake games are challenging but the game seems to me to have some issues with response
times. Sometimes, it's working fine other times you push the button to turn and the snake just doesn't turn. Usually the response
time between when I hit the botton and the program responds by turning the snake has a slight delay ocassionally that delay is
longer and ocassionally it is almost instantaneous. I can learn to adjust to either one if it is consistent but the response time is not
consistent. I don't know if this has something to do with being designed more for mobile or if it is something to do with my
processor or if there's something in the game. I admit sometimes I screw up in the game but othertimes it really feels like the
response time is off enough that I don't think it's just me being a butterfingers. This makes the game frustrating to play and not
so fun. I mean snake games generally aren't like the funnest games out there, they mostly just serve as something you can use to
pass a little time but passing the time like this leaves a lot to be desired.

In addition tot he usual gameplay you can also play word games (you move around gathering letters to make the word instead of
coins or math games solving a math equation in order instead of collecting coins. Those are a little less frustrating since slow
response time is less problematic in them.

I purchased this because it was really cheap during a sale and I like to explore games that might possible have a Middle Eastern
theme. This one does have Turkish as a language option in the word game portion but nothing else (even the desert level) feels
particularly Middle Eastern in theme so that was a disapointment. However if I ever want to work on my Turkish maybe I can
play the word game in Turkish for a challege.. Incredibly bad.
Got stuck in the first baYou get taken to the game start screen, select the first spell to fire, and the game says: "Draw this on
your screen" under a dancing arrow that points to a graphic of a wall.
Um... am I supposed to get a sketchpen? The keypad doesn't work, left-click and right-click don't work.... major problems.
What is a dancing arrow supposed to mean exactly?
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There's no in-game help accessible, and no idea how to get to the controls. I had to use Ctrl+Alt+Del to exit. This happened
within the first 30 seconds of gameplay.
Don't know how good the actual game is since I never got past the skeleton.
Don't buy this. Seriously, just don't.
. I ENJOYED the CRAP out of this AWESOME game!
Thumbs WAAAAaaaay UP!. Simple, sweet game that could be categorized as the gaming world's equivalent genre to feel good
movies. Yes, it's short, but it's also $1.00. Well worth it.. It is a good game overall, and very fun, but the imposter is easily
figured out since the imposter cannot be scanned in medbay. Players can easily watch idle by to see who gets scan, and seeing as
the imposter cannot be scanned he/she is easlily found out. There should be more options to the imposter, including being
scanned, and actually doing the sabatoging instead of just pressing on the imposter's map to sabotage. There should also be a
cool down for alert. Many players abuses the Alert button. For example, red called for an alert meeting, and players choose who
to vote off, then continue playing, but purple decide to hit alert again right after the pervious meeting. There should be a cool
down for alerts so players can not abuse the alert button. I also think the map nad ma player should be a tad bigger to make the
game more interesting, and bigger.
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This is a terrible Myst Clone. I thought I would enjoy it because it was still a MYST clone, but it is so poorly executed that it is
never any fun. The aesthetic is bizzare and incoherant. The voice acting is dreadful. The worst part is the game's "puzzles". They
mostly involve a very loose connection between colors and shapes and usually involve pixel hunting for the one little thing you
need to combine in your inventory to make a magical whatsamawhozits to solve the puzzle. You literally cannot figure out some
puzzles because they make no sense. No useful hints in game, just a lot of frustration. 0/10 Do not pay money for this.. My PC
(not) master race meets minimum requirements but i got average 10fps (with minimum settings).
Very bad optimization!. An enjoyable game I have played far worse I bought this game on a STEAM sale so I didnt pay much
for it \u00a31.99p sounds about right it has a good horror atmasphere but it has no jump scares at all buy it if you like horror
and want to add it to your collection.. Im reallu challenged in writing this review, I have two dilemmas for this review; the game
is amazing and has potential; but there is no servers and is just left to die. If this gets servers back and gets people playing the
game I would definley give a reccomend this game to you. But this is just left and has no-one left. This in my opinion is not
worth your money.. i felt a missionin this game was impossible even on the so called casual setting , the mission to rescue the
villagers is so rediculously overwhelming with monsters that are seriously overpowered that you dont stand a chance in hell to
complete it,even the wolves at the begining of the map are op with their pin attack which can basically have you on the floor for
8 minuites while you attempt to be able to hit them back, this is not a casual setting , get your game tested by real players and
not your team before releasing it , i was enjoying playing until this mission and hadnt found the difficulty of any of the other
missions to be hard at all which i was commenting to a friend that it was nice to see a game getting it right , i take it back on that
mission, it needs some serious attention you cant send 8 big guys and 4 mages and 6 skellys in 1 waveof mobs to 2 weedy lvl 2
heroes 2 extra heroes that when killed permadie and a bunch of pathetic npcs scattered widely around the place,
PS... after having a chat with the devs , and given them an understanding of what is expected in a casual mode they will be
working on the difficultys and as that was what i had a problem with i feel that they are going to resolve those issues so i have
changed my reccomendation to a yes. Sorry but this game is totally unbalanced.

The income switches from +100k one day to -50k the other.

You have click endless through the menus

You can not set one price for all stores

You can not set price to autmatically adjust to the demand (sell at the price to get exactly the demand sold)

Even if you produce one product in one factory for a good profit and without any research you will lose money --> how can that
be????

The start of the game depends on the company format you chose -> biofactory is easy, software is hard -> due to demand...

There are even bugs in tho tutorial -> if you do not exactly what the guide says you are not able to click anything (add wrong
worker amount - 16 instead of 8) --> you have to leave and quit force thoe whole game. After reading the reviews I'll admit I
was a bit underwhelmed tbh. Don't get me wrong, this is still a solid platformer that is fun and plays very well, however I didn't
find anything particularly special about it. The story cutscenes really could have used some english narration or annotation as
they lacked comprehension without imo. Very easy to finish.. lives are almost infinite thanks to the 'combo system' and boss
fights are a complete pushover. Not highly memmorable.. but still good fun!
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